Harmony Biosciences Has a Magic Potion for Narcolepsy Patients

Harmony Biosciences Holdings, Inc. is a pharmaceutical company that just received approval to launch Wakix. It is a medicine formulated for patients of narcolepsy.

What Is Narcolepsy?

Narcolepsy is a chronic neurological disorder. It causes excessive sleepiness, particularly during the day. Hallucinations, sleep paralysis, partial or total loss of muscle control, and strong emotional behavior are all part of the condition's effects.

It can affect both men and women of any age. However, it usually takes years before the condition is diagnosed. Due to this, the condition tends to affect all aspects of the life of the patient deeply.

READ MORE: Blackstone Agrees to Buy Takeda Japan Healthcare Unit
What Makes Wakix Better Than Its Alternatives

Currently, the market already ... Login in or sign up to read more.
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PE Firms Look to End Remote Working

After months of remote working, employees of global private equity firms are now seeking to get back to their offices. Firms, such...

Duck Creek Stocks Rally After its IPO

Duck Creek Technologies’ (NASDAQ: DCT) stocks rallied the day after its IPO. At first, the stock price was $27 for the IPO....

Jiko Becomes First Fintech to Acquire Nationally Chartered Bank

Central Banking Hanah Johnson
Digital bank Jiko has acquired Mid-Central National Bank, a 63-year old brick-and-mortar bank in Wadena, Minn. This is the first time a...

More than 100 Companies Filed Bankruptcy, Defaulted on Loans Since May

Bankruptcy Angelina Vasilevsky
Bankruptcies crossed a new milestone this week. Since May 18, 2020, there have been at least 102 Chapter 11 bankruptcy filings or...

Is Robinhood Moving from No-Fee Stock Trading to IPO?

M&A/IPO Arielle Taramasco
FinTech giant Robinhood has been on the money with its no-fee stock trading model. During a time of trading volatility, Robinhood is...
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